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Seeing through charlie‟s identity, Fei Kexin seemed to have grasped the real life-saving 

straw. 

Suddenly, she knelt down again, choked and begged: “Young Master Wade, please help my 

grandfather and help him regain the power of the Fei family…” 

As soon as Fei Kexin said these words, Jian was immediately stunned. 

He couldn‟t understand why Fei Kexin asked charlie to help him regain power. 

After all, although charlie had Huichundan, even if he gave it to himself, he could only 

survive. 

Surviving does not mean that he can regain the power of the Fei family. 

Because, his eldest son has been equivalent to eradicating himself, and he has no way to 

compete with him. 

Even, he may not be able to return to the United States at all. 

Because, once he returns to China rashly, the eldest son will definitely see him as a thorn in 

his side and a thorn in the flesh, and he will never let him go back alive anyway. 

On the other hand, Orion Exeor was surprised and delighted. 

Surprisingly, Fei Kexin was able to reveal charlie‟s true identity. 

The good news is that Fei Kexin has indeed asked the right person. Besides charlie, I am 

afraid there is no other person who can help Jian regain control of the Fei family. 

charlie was also extremely surprised. 

He knew that Fei Kexin was smart, but he didn‟t expect her to be so smart. 

He must have heard the name of his uncle just now, and he couldn‟t control his expression 

all of a sudden, and Fei Kexin caught the clue. 



Fortunately, apart from Orion Exeor, the soldiers of Wanlong Palace, they all knew that they 

were the young masters of the wade family, and Fei Kexin did not reveal himself. 

So, charlie didn‟t want to deny it, just looked at Fei Kexin and said lightly, “I‟m sorry, I can‟t 

help with this.” 

Fei Kexin was in a hurry and blurted out: “How could it be, Young Master Wade, with your 

ability, if you are willing to help, there will definitely be a way. As for the conditions, you can 

do whatever you want. I believe that Grandpa will definitely agree to you… “ 

Jian was extremely surprised, looked at Fei Kexin, and asked softly, “Kexin…you are…” 

Seeing that Fei Kexin had seen through his identity, charlie opened his mouth and said to 

the soldiers of Wanlong Palace beside him, “You guys go out first.” 

“Follow Mr. Wade!” Several Wanlong Palace soldiers immediately turned around and walked 

out. 

charlie immediately looked at jay, and said, “Sir, please avoid the trouble first.” 

jay glanced at Jian and saw that Jian nodded, then he folded his fist at charlie and walked 

out. 

In the room at this time, only charlie, Orion Exeor, and the grandsons of Jian and Fei Kexin 

were left. 

charlie looked at Jian at this time and said seriously, “Mr. Fei, I am the eldest son and eldest 

grandson of the wade family in Eastcliff, my mother is Lydia (Ava) ( Charlie‟s mom ), the 

eldest daughter of the An family, who competed with you just now. , is my uncle.” 

Hearing this, Jian was dumbfounded. 

He widened his eyes and said with a horrified expression: “You…you are Lydia (Ava) „s son?! 

Haven‟t the Lydia (Ava)  family already died?” 

charlie sighed and said seriously, “My parents died, but I survived.” 

After that, charlie asked him, “The reason for my parents‟ death, do you know what the 

inside story is?” 



 


